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Abstract—A simple approximation for the secrecy outage prob-
ability (SOP) over generalized-K fading channels is developed.
This approximation becomes tighter as the average signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of the wiretap channel decreases. Based on this
simple expression, we also analyze the asymptotic SOP in the high
SNR region of the main channel. Besides simplifying the SOP
expression significantly, this asymptotic SOP expression reveals
the secrecy diversity order in a general case. Numerical results
demonstrate the high accuracy of our proposed approximation
results.

Index Terms—Asymptotic analysis, generalized-K fading chan-
nels, physical layer security, and secrecy outage probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Generalized-K (GK) fading model was proposed in
[1] to approximate the composite fading channel (small-scale
fading plus large-scale fading). Some important metrics, such
as outage probability and ergodic capacity, were analyzed in
[1]-[3]. However, as there is a modified Bessel function of
the second kind in the probability density function (PDF)
of the GK fading model, it is usually difficult to derive
the closed-form expressions for some important metrics in
more complicated models. To address this issue, the authors
in [4] proposed a mixture Gamma distribution method to
approximate the PDF of GK fading with a high accuracy when
the number of summation terms becomes large.

Physical layer security has the potential to address the
emerging security issues in modern wireless networks [5]-
[8]. The security under many fading channel models,
such as Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, Lognormal, and Nakagami-
m/Gamma models, has been analyzed [9]-[11]. The authors in
[12] firstly investigated the typical Wyner’s three-node model
of [5] in physical layer security over GK fading channels,
and derived the closed-form expression for the secrecy outage
probability (SOP) by using the mixture Gamma distribution
approximation introduced in [4]. This mixture Gamma ap-
proximation was also adopted in many works about the secure
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analysis over GK fading channels, such as [13]-[15]. Further,
based on the mixture Gamma distribution model in [4], the
authors in [16] developed a general method to analyze the SOP
by using the Fox’s H-function. Although the authors in [17],
[18] used the exact PDF of the GK fading model to derive the
SOP expression, the SOP expression was derived based on the
assumption of a large average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the wiretap channel, which means that the derived results will
deviate the exact results significantly in the low SNR region
of the wiretap channel. The secure approximation analysis
in [19] for Log-normal and Log-normal-Rayleigh composite
fading channels based on the work of [20] shows a strong
robustness in the low variance region of the wiretap channel,
where the difference calculation takes place of the integration
calculation, resulting in a much faster computation for the
SOP. Although the asymptotic SOP (ASOP) valid in the high
SNR region of the main channel, showing the secrecy diversity
order and array gain, was analyzed in [13], [15], the authors
only considered a special parameter setting of GK fading,
which cannot be used in the general GK fading case.

In this letter, we consider the approximation method pro-
posed by [19], [20] to derive a simple and robust closed-
form expression for the SOP in the typical Wyner’s three-node
model over GK fading channels. When the average SNR of the
main channel is sufficiently large, the asymptotic analysis in
the general case is also presented to get the secrecy diversity
order and array gain, which is useful and important for the
secure system design.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In the typical Wyner’s three-node model, there is a source
(S) transmitting confidential message to a destination (D),
while an eavesdropper (E) wants to overhear the information
from S to D. We assume that all links undergo independent
GK fading. To be realistic, we consider a silent eavesdropping
scenario where S does not know the channel state information
of the S − E link. In this case, perfect security cannot
be guaranteed, because S has to adopt a constant rate of
confidential message (Rs). The SOP is the probability that the
secrecy capacity (Cs) is less then Rs [5], where Cs is defined
as Cs = max{log2 (1 + γd)−log2 (1 + γe) , 0}, where γd and
γe are the instantaneous SNRs at D and E, respectively, and
max{a, b} = a if a ≥ b, or otherwise max{a, b} = b. Thus,
we can write the SOP as

Psop = Pr {log2 (1 + γd)− log2 (1 + γe) ≤ Rs}

=

∞∫
0

Fγd (λ− 1 + λx)fγe (x) dx = Eγe {Fγd (λ− 1 + λγe)} ,

(1)
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where λ = 2Rs , fγt(·) and Fγt(·) are the PDF and cumulative
density function (CDF) of γt ∈ {γd, γe}, respectively, and
E{·} denotes the expectation operator.

In this letter, we adopt a general approximation to calculate
the SOP in (1). Following [20], we approximate P (X), a real-
valued function of a random variable X with mean µ and
variance σ2, using the N -th degree Taylor polynomial, i.e.,

P (X) '
∑N

n=0

(X − µ)
n

n!
P (n) (µ) , (2)

where P (n)(X) denotes the n-th derivative of P (X) with
respect to X . Taking expectation of both sides in (2), we have

E {P (X)} '
∑N

n=0

P (n) (µ)

n!
E {(X − µ)

n} . (3)

If P (x) has non-zero higher order derivatives, we have an
approximation error, which unfortunately may not decrease
with increasing the summation terms in general cases. [20]
proposed that N = 2 is a good approximation with the
compromise between complexity and accuracy, if the variance
of X is not too large. When N = 2, the approximate
expectation becomes

E {P (X)} ' P (µ) +
σ2P (2) (µ)

2
. (4)

By using the approximation in (4), the SOP in (1) can be
approximated as

Psop ' P (γe) +
σ2
eP

(2) (γe)

2
, (5)

where P (γe) = Fγd (λ− 1 + λγe), γt and σ2
t are the mean

and variance of γt ∈ {γd, γe}, respectively.

III. SOP OVER GK FADING CHANNELS

In this section, the closed-form expression for the SOP over
GK fading channels will be given, along with two special
cases of the GK model, i.e., Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fading
channels.

Theorem 1: In the typical Wyner’s three-node model, the
closed-form expression for the SOP over GK fading channels
can be approximated by

Psop =
G2,1

1,3

(
kdmd(λ−1+λγe)

γd

∣∣∣1kdmd,0)
Γ (kd) Γ (md)

+ γ2
eλ

2(
(ke+1)(me+1)

keme
− 1
)
G2,2

2,4

(
kdmd(λ−1+λγe)

γd

∣∣∣0,1kd,md,0,2)
2Γ (kd) Γ (md) (λ− 1 + λγe)

2 , (6)

where mt > 0 and kt > 0 (t ∈ {d, e}) are the small-scale
and large-scale fading parameters of the GK fading model,
respectively, and G·,··,·(·) denotes the Meijer’s G-function [21].
This approximation is tight for small γe. When γe is too large,
(15) in [17] derived based on γe � 0 can be used to derive the
SOP. Therefore, an approximate and simple SOP expression
with a high accuracy can be always derived for any γe.

Proof: The CDF of γt (γt ∈ {γd, γe}) over GK fading
channels can be written in terms of the Meijer’s G-function

as [18]

Fγt (γt) =
G2,1

1,3

(
ktmtγt
γt

∣∣∣1kt,mt,0)
Γ (kt) Γ (mt)

. (7)

The corresponding P (γe) in (5) becomes

P (γe) =
G2,1

1,3

(
kdmd(λ−1+λγe)

γd

∣∣∣1kd,md,0)
Γ (kd) Γ (md)

. (8)

To derive the n-th (n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) order derivative of P (γe),
we can employ the n-th order derivative property of Meijer’s
G-function, given by [22]

zn
∂n

∂zn
Gm,np,q

(
z
∣∣∣apbq ) = Gm,n+1

p+1,q+1

(
z
∣∣∣0,apbq,n

)
, (9)

where ap and bq represent the parameter vectors of Meijer’s
G-function, respectively. By using this derivative identity, the
n-th derivative of P (γe) can be easily derived as

P (n)(γe) =
λnG2,2

2,4

(
kdmd(λ−1+λγe)

γd

∣∣∣0,1kd,md,0,n)
Γ (kd) Γ (md) (λ− 1 + λγe)

n . (10)

The n-th moment function of γt over GK fading channels
is given by (5) in [1]

E {γnt } =
Γ (kt + n) Γ (mt + n)

Γ (kt) Γ (mt)

(
γt
ktmt

)n
. (11)

The variance of γe can be easily derived by using this moment
function, given by

σ2
e = E

{
γ2
e

}
− E2 {γe} =

[
(ke + 1) (me + 1)

keme
− 1

]
γ2
e,

(12)

where a large γe means a large variance of γe.
Substituting the derived derivative of P (γe) and variance of

γe into (5) yields (6).
Remark 1: The SOP expression shown in Theorem 1 pro-

vides a simple approximation compared to the one in [16]
where the SOP expression involves the infinite univariate
Meijer’s G-function summation. Unlike the SOP expression
in [12] valid only for integer md and me, our derived SOP
expression can be used for arbitrary positive md and me.

Corollary 3.1: For kd = ke → ∞ and md = me = 1, the
GK fading model is reduced to the Rayleigh fading model.
The approximate SOP over Rayleigh fading channels is

Psop = 1−

[
1− 1

2

(
γeλ

γd

)2
]

exp

(
−λ− 1 + λγe

γd

)
. (13)

Corollary 3.2: When kd = ke → ∞, i.e., no shadowing,
the GK model becomes the Nakagami-m fading model. The
SOP over Nakagami-m fading channels is

Psop =
Υ
(
md,

md(λ−1+λγe)
γd

)
Γ (md)

+ γ2
eλ

2(
me+1
me
− 1
)
G1,2

2,3

(
md(λ−1+λγe)

γd

∣∣∣0,1md,0,2)
2Γ (md) (λ− 1 + λγe)

2 , (14)
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where Υ(·, ·) denotes the lower incomplete Gamma function
[21].

Proof: The proof of Corollary 3.1 (or Corollary 3.2) is
straightforward by substituting md = me = 1 and kd = ke →
∞ (or kd = ke →∞) into (6).

In the Nakagami-m fading case, our SOP approximation,
shown in Corollary 3.2, is much concise compared to (34)
in [9], where the SOP expression is composed by multiple
summation terms. In addition, the SOP approximation in [9]
is valid only for integer m.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

In this section, the asymptotic expression for SOP will be
presented over GK fading channels, according to two cases,
i.e., kd 6= md and kd = md, where kd > 0 and md > 0.

Lemma 1: When γd → ∞ and γe is finite, the ASOP for
kd 6= md over GK fading channels is given by

P∞sop =γ−vd
Γ (|kd −md|) (kdmd)

v
(λ− 1 + λγe)

v

Γ (kd) Γ (md)1

v
+

(
(ke+1)(me+1)

keme
− 1
)

(v − 1) γ2
eλ

2

2 (λ− 1 + λγe)
2

 , (15)

where v = min{kd,md}, i.e., v is the minimum between
kd and md. It is obvious that the secrecy diversity order is
min{kd,md}.

Proof: When γd →∞ and kd 6= md, the CDF of γd can
be approximated as [3], [15]

F∞γd (x) =
Γ (|kd −md|) (kdmdx)

v

Γ (kd) Γ (md) v
γ−vd , (16)

The asymptotic result for the Meijer’s G-function in (10) for
n = 2 can be approximated by using the series expansion up
to the first non-zero order term,

G2,2
2,4

(
kdmd (λ− 1 + λγe)

γd

∣∣∣0,1kd,md,0,2)
' (v − 1) (kdmd)

v
(λ− 1 + λγe)

v
Γ (|kd −md|) γ−vd , (17)

which can be easily derived by following (14)-(16) in [23] by
rewriting the Meijer’s G-function into the integral form and
computing the residue at the double pole, i.e., the leading term
in high SNRs. We can derive (15) by using the asymptotic
CDF of γd for kd 6= md and the asymptotic expression for
P (2)(·).

Proposition 4.1: The asymptotic CDF of γd for kd = md

and γd →∞ is

F∞γd (γd) =
ψ (md + 1) + 2ψ (1)− ψ (md)− ln

(
m2
dγd
γd

)
m−2md+1
d Γ2 (md) γ

−md
d γmdd

,

(18)

where ψ(·) denotes the digamma function [21].
Proof: The proof is similar to (17) by referring to (14)-

(16) in [23].
Remark 2: By using the derived asymptotic CDF of γd for

kd = md in Proposition 4.1 and the diversity order definition,

the diversity order can be derived by

− lim
γd→∞

lnF∞γd (γd)

ln γd
= md, (19)

which shows that the diversity order for kd = md is still
min{kd,md}.

Lemma 2: The closed-form expression for the ASOP for
kd = md over GK fading channels is

P∞sop = γ−mdd

ψ(md+1)+2ψ(1)−ψ(md)−ln

(
m2
d(λ−1+λγe)

γd

)
m

−2md+1

d Γ2(md)(λ−1+λγe)
−md

+
( (ke+1)(me+1)

keme
−1)

(
ψ(md−1)+2ψ(1)−ψ(md)−ln

m2
d(λ−1+λγe)

γd

)
2m

−2md
d λ−2γ−2

e Γ(md)Γ(md−1)(λ−1+λγe)
2−md

 .

(20)

Proof: In the kd = md case, the second derivative of
P (γe) can be written as

P (2) (γe) =
λ2G2,2

2,4

(
m2
d(λ−1+λγe)

γd

∣∣∣0,1md,md,0,2)
Γ2 (md) (λ− 1 + λγe)

2

(a)
'

ψ (md − 1) + 2ψ (1)− ψ (md)− ln
m2
d(λ−1+λγe)

γd

m−2md
d λ−2Γ (md) Γ (md − 1) (λ− 1 + λγe)

2−mdγmdd
,

(21)

where (a) follows the series expansion of the Meijer’s-G
function at γd → ∞. Specifically, this approximation can be
easily obtained by referring to (14)-(16) in [23].

Substituting the asymptotic expression for P (2)(·) in (21)
and the CDF of γd derived in Proposition 4.1 into (5) yields
(20).

Lemma 2 shows that the ASOP is not a linear function with
respect to γd in dB, because of ln γd in (20). However, the
secrecy diversity order is min{kd,md}, and the slope of ASOP
changes very slowly in high SNRs of the main channel with
respect to ln γd. To best of authors’ knowledge, the ASOP
expression for md = kd is presented for the first time.

As Γ(md−1) and ψ(md−1) approach to infinity for md = 1
in (20), we also give the specific expression for kd = md = 1,
i.e., Rayleigh-Gamma (K-distribution) composite fading of the
S −D link,

P∞sop = γ−1
d

(
ψ(1)+ψ(2)−ln

(
λ−1+λγe

γd

)
(λ−1+λγe)

−1 − γ2
eλ

2( (ke+1)(me+1)
keme

−1)
2(λ−1+λγe)

)
.

(22)

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we use the Monte-Carlo simulation to
validate the high accuracy of our proposed SOP and ASOP
expressions, i.e., (6), (15) and (20).

In Figs. 1-3, the improving trend of SOP is obvious with
increasing γd (or md or kd), because of the improved average
main channel state (or the increasing multi-path or lighter
shadowing). As shown in Fig. 1, apart from a growing SOP
for a large γe due to the improved wiretap channel, we can
easily see that the deviation between the simulation and our
proposed SOP approximation results (i.e., (6)) converges with
decreasing γe, i.e., smaller variance of γe, in the medium
γd region. Generally, the approximate SOP results match the
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simulation results very well even for a large γe (for γe = 15
dB, the corresponding σ2

e is 1100). Figs. 1-3 also shows that
when γd is sufficiently large, the difference among three SOP
results (i.e., simulation, approximation and asymptotic results)
almost vanishes, which is valid for any value of γe.
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Fig. 1. Psop versus γd for md = me = 2.5, kd = ke = 2, and Rs = 1.

From Fig. 2, for kd = 1.5, the slope of ASOP changes for
md = 0.5, 1, and becomes constant for md = 2, 2.5, which
shows that the secrecy diversity order is min{kd,md}. Fig. 3
plots the SOP versus γd for different kd = md values. The
ASOP is not a linear function with respect to γd in dB, while
the slope of ASOP changes very slowly in the high γd region.
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Fig. 2. Psop versus γd for kd = me = ke = 1.5, γe = 0 dB, and Rs = 1.
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Fig. 3. Psop versus γd for me = ke = 2, γe = 5 dB, and Rs = 1.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this letter, a simple SOP expression was derived with a
high accuracy for a small average SNR of the wiretap channel.
Although the matching becomes worse for a large average
SNR of the wiretap channel, the approximate SOP converges
to the exact SOP with increasing the average SNR of the main
channel. To obtain the secrecy diversity order, we also derived
the asymptotic expression for the SOP valid in the high SNR
region of the main channel. The ASOP expression also shows
that the ASOP for kd = md is not a linear function with
respect to γd in dB, despite the slowly changing slope in high
SNRs.
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